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Abstract

It started with an idea of making garments more human. The hope was to give them 
stories to tell and to let them affect the one who wears them, to make the wearer 

feel something. The method was to investigate all kinds of dual relationships, good 
and bad, between all sorts of people: The drama of every day life.

Starting with only a few references; a dress I made and the work of Marina 
Abramovic, I created my own material that gave me an aesthetic that I wanted to 

use in my work: Geometrical lines versus organic shapes. I also had to give myself 
a reason to why I was doing this.  With the help of getting lost in my work, and 

then eventually finding the way I found out what I didn’t want  to do, but also what 
I wanted to do. And for what. A minimalistic collection of garments  where my 

method gave me the shape of feelings; anxiety, happiness, togetherness, protection. 
For every feeling I was aiming for I had to work as controlled as the feeling needed. 

When I was looking for chaos I had to let go of control. Hoping that the wearer 
would feel what the garment was about.

Background and Idea

This is about relationships, trying to find out what they’re all about. Finding the 
core. And being curious about what keeps people together and what it is that 
makes them a couple. And also the comfort of not being alone.

During a short project in spring 2010, I made a dress that consisted of two dresses. 
The inspiration came out of a poem about a relationship that got assigned to me. It 
was just like a book I had just read, about two people who love each other, but who 
fight all the time. It is a game between them where one is chasing the other and vice 
versa. They simply cannot decide if they should be together or not. The two dresses 
that were sewn together symbolized their problems. And if they choose to be apart, 
they will always have the memory of each other. For even if we are not together, 
there are still traces of the other person left, traces of all sorts of people who have 
crossed one’s path or relationships that have ended. Sometimes one thinks of them.

My aim is to find out what is specific for several relationships, and to transfer it to 
different pieces. 
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The Designer

When I found the cover of the Bang magazine1 it got me thinking of the importance 
of expressing yourself.  I started to think of an aim for my work. How could I make 

a change. The cover also got me thinking of challenging myself and to loose control. 
To not play it safe.

I always strive for perfection, trying to get my controlled side to be more of the 
opposite. It’s always a fight between them. When the more controlled side of me 
takes over the result can get a bit boring and when it’s the other way around, the 

uncontrolled side makes my work hard to understand.

When trying to work with a material that for me is hard to control, it can be a big 
piece of cloth or a material that is thick or heavy, I tend to give up because I’m 

afraid I will not tame it and that the result will look unfinished. In this project I 
want to challenge myself. To dare not to have control, where there are no control. 

The cover of the magazine also ended up giving me the colors to work with. 

1. Bang nr 2, 2010
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The Beginning

Starting with the dress made a year ago2, I knew that I would need some additional 
material to work with. I got interested in the work of Marina Abramovic after her 

retrospective at MOMA. I found it interesting they way she wanted to interact with 
the audience and explore the limitations of the body. During the years between 

1976 and 1988 she was working and living with Ulay3,4, another performance artist. 
Together they tried to become one person and one identity. They dressed the same 

way and they were never apart. Inspired by the work they did together and the 
pictures from their performances, I realized that it was their history together, the 
drama with ending it at the Great Wall of China that made the deepest impact on 

me5.

3. Marina Abramovic and Ulay Breath in, breath out 1977

2. the Duo dress

4. Marina Abramovic and Ulay, Relation in time 1977
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Finding a Way

A working process is seldom completely straight. You take detours all the 
time, even if you know exactly how and what to do. There is always something 

distracting you from just walking straight forward. Analyzing the pictures of Marina 
Abramovic and Ulay was the start, trying to get clues of how I should use them in 
my work as a reference. After a while I understood that their relationship and the 
dramatic end of it became more important for me. I started to refer to the drama 

between them instead of their work together. The drama in it was something I 
needed for my collection. 

Every single time getting lost, I went back to the dress that I made. The dress 
that made me want to do this in the first place. Analyzing it over and over again. 
Asking myself what I wanted to bring from that dress to my current project. The 
dress represented the relationship from beginning to end, and I could change it 
depending on what situation I wanted it portrait. This time I wanted to make a 

piece where it was decided from the start where the focus should lie. Because of 
that the situations of the relationships became more important. It would tell me 

how a particular garment should act.

The first dress was a deconstructed garment, made out of two dresses and  
changeable. Now I wanted the following garments to be unchangeable and not 

deconstructed in any way.  I would possibly only use deconstruction  in the 
beginning of creating a garment and then let them blend into each other.    

Another way to understand what I was aiming for was to allow myself to be more 
personal, and to put myself in my project. What did I want with the garments and 
what did I need from them? In the early beginning of my process I got the idea of 

creating a piece that would remind me of someone very dear to me. Someone who 
could keep me company without even be there, just in the shape of a garment. 

This was a turning point. I started to think of how the end result should look or 
feel like. My aim then became to create garments, which would give the one who 

wears it a sense of that there I someone else there keeping you company, both in a 
comfortable and uncomfortable way.

7. Second piece process - different ways of a hug
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Creating My Own Material

When the incidentes became the most important ingriedents, I still didn’t know 
what shape they would give me.  I discovered a technique, which was draping with 

two people5. I made a list of words and sentences that I wanted them to portrait. 
For example love, the first meeting, hate and several other things. What you go 

through in one type of relationship you may go through in another. I made collages 
with the photos I had taken11. Not only trying to find shape but also an aesthetic 
that would interest me. Except the draping and the layering there are also a mix 
between something very organic and something geometric in the pictures that I 

wanted to transfer to garments.

I began to understand quite early in the process that the work lacked the drama 
and the characters that I had excluded in the beginning. With the characters I 

would get a story. I would get their help when creating the drama. So the situations 
that you stand before in a relationship were not enough. I also thought that I had to 
start from the most dramatic situation in the relationship to create the drama. And 
to let the most harmonic situation be the background for the collection. Where you 

can rest your eyes, and what also makes the most dramatic silhouettes stand out. 
My method became very clear to me, strict guidelines to make this work.

The Method

To let the characters decide fabric, texture and color, also if there should be one or 
two types of both fabric and color in the same garment. This also depends on what 

type of situation and incident the piece is about. The shape and how the garment 
should act are depending on the latter. 
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11.Collages
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Sketching

The collages I made were the start for making up stories and characters. I wrote 
notes to every incident that I had asked my friends to portrait in the pictures. 

Thereafter I made sketches and came up with some rough ideas of how the 
garments could act depending on the stories and characters. The main theme 

here was to find the focus in every relationship and transferring it to pieces.  After 
finding the focus for every garment, they became real after draping them on a 
dummy or constructing them in 2D. I also combined the two methods by first 

constructing the garment flat, and thereafter draping and deconstructing them 
on dummy . That method was  maybe the best way for me to work, starting with 

control and ending it by rearranging the garment until I had found an interesting 
shape.  Of course the shape had to be connected to idea. The drapings that didn’t 

have that I put aside even though I liked them. It was important that they could tell 
a story, or that I could understand from what idea they came from. They had to tell 

me a story,  and somehow be connected to the idea about garment. 

Removed garments

Fabric samples for a line-up
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14. First example of the developement of a garment - from idea to result
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14. Second example of the developement of a garment - from idea to result
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Material

When finding fabric to work with, the most important thing was to choose the 
material that could help me create the shapes I needed. By choosing fabric that 

reflected the characters, they also could tell us about the characters and the 
situations. 

For example mixing two fabrics that are each other’s opposites, if it’s the feeling 
that I’m aiming for. Also I should use fabric that is interesting and characteristic for 

the character. I should also strive for a shape and silhouette that is more dramatic 
so it could describe and get the attention without me telling the story and situation 

with words, but without it being too obvious. 

The fabrics I’ve choosen to work with are wool, silk, cotton, viscose  and polyamid.  
Wool gave the draped garments an extra weight. The silk garments was showing 

something fragile and fugitive. By choosing a waterproof polyamid in some 
garments it would give a feeling of protection but also a sense of beeing locked in 
by someone.  The fabric has not been as important as the shapes and drapings.  I 

rather wanted the viewer to see the latter instead of just noticing the fabric. But I 
hadn’t got the feeling I was aiming for without them. 
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1

The first relationship was about the first meeting. About two people who are 
strangers to each other. Like a first dance, they try to get to know the other. Still 

two different people, who hasn’t become one unit as you eventually will when you 
frequently socialize. The garment was attached and draped as putting the hands on 

the others shoulder as in a dance. They are also tangled in to each other and there 
to catch each other. 

When choosing fabric and color to portrait the characters in the eventual garment, 
the idea was to let them be in harmony. The colors should not be so different 

from each other, neither the fabric. But still not the same. This is the beginning of 
something.

The Result
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2

Second relationship or incident started with total control, but ended up in chaos. 
What is up and what is down. Where is the start and end - two people who cannot 

get away from the other. They are not good for each other and struggling to 
understand what direction to go. 

There is only one type of fabric in this garment. Knitted in the color dark grey, 
symbolizing the dark period in life. The fabric helps the garment to act in an angst 

ridden way. It pulls and stretches and it feels wrong whilst wearing the garment.
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3

Getting help is the third piece. Support and comfort, helping each other to stand up 
straight. Being there for one another. The padded skirt prevents to fall. The wearer 

should feel that it gets support, and even if the look of the skirt is that it’s narrow, 
it’s still possible to walk and feel free in it.

There are two fabrics in the skirt, in the types of material that you would find in a 
sport jacket. It’s there to protect against outer harm. The have the same green color 

that gives a calming feeling. 
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4

The forth garment is about doubts in the early beginning of a relationship, are 
we together or not? The garment is shaped like an s around the legs. Instead of 
trousers with two legs, it’s deconstructed and acts as trousers and skirt. At the 

front one of the legs is open and exposes the left human leg but in the back it’s the 
right leg that is exposed. 

The trousers contains of two fabrics and colors. They are almost the same, and 
the colors are tone in tone. Despite the doubts there are a harmony waiting when 

overcoming them.
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5

There is a fight between two strong characters in the fifth story. They are the 
opposite of each other. One is controlling and the other lacks that need. They inhibit 

each other when one of them tries to have everything under control and the other 
character takes everything as it comes.

The padded top almost suffocates the other garment, which is still free and 
striving towards another direction. The fabric in the top is soft, not hurting. But 

it’s controlling the one who wears it. One half of the skirt tries to control the other 
half of it. Together with the construction, the fabric helps me to get the feeling I’m 

aiming for.  
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6

Number six is friendship above all. Two people in a complete understanding. They 
are different but has spent so much time together that they almost look, act and 

talk the same way. They are dressing up in each other. Even though they differ in 
colour, fabric, texture and size, they are in harmony.
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7

The seventh story is portraying one character taking the other as hostage. Caring 
about the loved one that is locking the other one in is the only option. For the 

character doesn’t know any other way to show its feelings. The garment locking the 
wearer in is like a fortress. It’s a heavy burden and suffocates you.  

The piece is padded with down and feathers. It is heavy, and puts a lot weight on 
shoulders. The collar is high and traps the wearer. The color I’ve chosen for this 

outfit is black. 
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Overview

When putting  the outfits in a line-up, I chose to use the controlled side of me to 
arrange this. The few black outfits shouldn’t stand next to each other. The padded 

outfits or the draped were not supposed to be next to each other either.  Other 
things  I had to have in mind were size of the garments. Everything had to be in 

mind to get a balanced line-up.
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Reflection

All questions that are brought about by detours, draws one closer to one’s idea 
and the finish line. The questions that arise during the work process are means of 

understanding what is, and what is not, one’s intentions. The intention becomes 
understandable with a clear aim. 

    One of the goals that I feel has sprouted druing the course of this education 
has been the desire to move someone with my garments, and with that came 
an understanding of the possibilities of imposing influence through clothing. 

Allthough this might be easier said than done.
    The aim of this project is to stage an interaction between the bearer and the 

garment. It is my belief that when this occurs, the bearer will influence her 
surroundings in the same way that she were once affected by the garment. 

Throughout the better part of this project I was firm in my belief that the 
relationship between Marina Abramovic and Ulay were the one thing that was 

vital for my work. However, as I now approach the end I have come to realize that 
parallels can be drawn between my idea of bearer/garment interaction and the way 

Marina Abramovic and Ulay interacted with their audience.

During a process as long as this, it is easy to lose the origins of ideas along the way. 
Sometimes the cause for certain turning points and decisions has been lost. As I 

now review my work, I find that there is still room for reflection, even though the 
distance between myself and the project is still too close.

When I made the decision not to let the end result become deconstructed, my idea 
in turn became less distinct, at least in the eyes of the beholder. This, I realized, 

was of little importance since it is up to the bearer to decide whether my ideas of 
the garments match the emotions that arise in wearing them. If a garment allude 

to unrest and anxiety, then that is what I want the bearer to feel. By focusing on 
rendering the garments inalterable, I locked them to a specific situation. These 

situations were in turn what controlled the kind of relationship that each garment 
would portrait. For a long time these situations were everything, but to be able to 
move forward I had to re-introduce the characters that I had thought about in the 

beginning of the project.The characters reinforced the relationships and gave them 
a history.

When I started this project, I had no intentions of making it revolve around myself, 
nor has it since. But at certain moments during the process, I have had to allow 
myself to get personal in order to move forward. Mainly in order to understand 
my garments, by trying them on to see if they make me feel the way I want them 
to. While trying one of the garments that was based on an anxious relationship, 
it indeed gave me a feeling of anxiety. Even though the dress had openings for 
arms and head, it made me confused. The arms could go through the armholes, 
but it felt wrong because of the tensions in the garment. In spite of it being almost 
unwearable, I knew that the dress had to feel the way it did in order to convey my 
idea.

Whenever a problem has led to me not being able to finish a garment, the problem 
has lied in an unfinished story. I haven’t known what I wanted the garment to say. 
At these times, I’ve had to take a step back from the outfit and formulate what I 
wanted it to say. This has been the only way for me to solve the problems and move 
on.

The garments that have been proven most difficult to make are the ones with 
the big shapes, where the starting point has been draping in big pieces of cloth, 
or where the construction has contained large, heavy and padded cloths. These 
garments has been anguishing, which is also the expression I wanted them to have.

I have noticed that planning is crucial in working with big shapes. To have a story 
that I want the garments to tell without having a predetermined shape in mind 
before draping. But to use method in providing me with a way of execution lest I fly 
blind when attempting something difficult. Because it’s important, daring to tackle 
difficult things. To set challanges for oneself and to grow.
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